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The fixed points of set valued operators satisfying a condition of the monot- 
onicity type in Hilbert space are approximated by simple recursive averaging 
processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hilbert space, H, with inner 
product, (a, .), and let T: D + D satisfy the condition 
Reck - T(Y), x - Y> < C II x -Y II2 (1) 
for some C < 1 and all x, y E D. If T is also Lipschitz continuous on D, then 
there is an w’ E (0, I] such that the operators, T, = (1 - w) I + wT are strict 
contractions for all w E (0, w’) [l]. F or convex D, T, maps D into D and has the 
same fixed points as T for all w E (0, 113 (0, w’), therefore it follows from the 
classical contraction mapping principle that T has precisely one fixed point 
f E D. Moreover, if (w,} C (0, l] converges to 0 “slowly enough,” it is plausible 
that the recursion 
X n+l = (1 - 4 xn + 4%J = Tw,(xn), x,,ED (2) 
will generate a sequence {xn} C D which converges to X; a result of this type 
is established in [2] under the following conditions on (w,} C (0, 11: 
lim wlz = 0, n+oo 
ft 
w, = co. 
PI=0 
(3b) 
Monotone-like behavior for I - T is not an essential condition for the 
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convergence of {x,} in (2) to a fixed point of T. Rhoades [3] has shown that if D 
is a bounded interval of R1 and T maps D into D, then lx,> will converge to 
some fixed point of T if T is merely continuous and {w,} satisfies (3). A theorem 
as strong as this is not available for Banach space operators, however, the process 
(2) and the still more general processes of Mann [4] and Ishikawa [5] have been 
investigated for operators satisfying various conditions of the continuity and 
contractivity type on special Banach spaces (for Lipschitz continuous Hilbert 
space operators, a close connection exists between conditions of the contractivity 
type and conditions of the monotonicity type [l]); a summary of some recent 
contributions to this field is given in [3, 6-81. For an early theorem on the 
convergence of stochastic approximation processes in R1 akin to (2), with 
T: R1 -+ R1 satisfying an implicit monotonicity-type condition and {We} satis- 
fying (3) see Block [9]. 
In the present paper, D is in a Hilbert space and no continuity restrictions of 
any kind are imposed on T, which may even be set valued (i.e., T: D + 2D) as 
in [7, lo]; also D need not be closed or open. Instead, it is assumed that the 
range of T is bounded, i.e., 
I,f-TI~ <<d (4 
for some d > 0 and all x, y E D, 5 E T(x), 7 E T(y). This condition and the 
natural extension of (1) for multivalued T, namely, 
Re(E--7,x-y) <Cijx-y!;’ (5) 
for some C < 1 and all x, y E D, t E T(x), 77 E T(p), is not sufficient for the 
existence of a fixed point, 3~ T(a), however an even weaker version of (5) 
namely, 
Re(5--,x--)dC(ls--5’19 (6) 
forsomeRED,C<l,andforallxED,~ET() x , is sufficient for the uniqueness 
of a fixed point of T. Furthermore, (4) and (6) are enough to ensure that any 
sequence {x,) CD which satisfies 
xr,+, == (1 - %) x, + %f, > 3L E T(s,,) (7) 
with {w,} C (0, 11, will converge strongly to x (regardless of whether 3 is a 
fixed point of T) if (w,J satisfies the strengthened condition, 
(8a) 
in place of (3). Condition (8) admits many sequences, e.g., any (w,} C (0, l] 
which is asymptotically like An-” (i.e., lim,,, bin” =~ rl > 0) will satisfy (8) 
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for 4 < Y < 1, however, in a sense to be made precise below, there is a “best” 
sequence (We*> . h’ 1 f m t IS c ass or each fixed value of the constant C in (6). The 
sequence (w%*} is asymptotically like [l/(1 - C)] . n-l and the corresponding 
error norms /I xI1* - ~11 are majorized by a sequence which is asymptotically 
like [a/(1 - C)] . n-1/2, where d” = supeET(3C),ZED I/  - 3 /I < d. For certain 
operators T satisfying (4) and (6), this sequence of upper bounds actually 
coincides with the sequence (11 x, - XII}. 
The results presented here are closely related to the work of Bruck in [lo] 
(and to a lesser extent in [II, 121) and Rhoades [7]. When (4) and (6) hold 
with C = 0, it follows as a corollary of the main theorem in [IO] that 11 x, - f I/ < 
&-1/2 for w, = (n + 1)” in (7), and a result in [7] extends this to 11 X, - K I( = 
O(w;l”) for a certain class of sequences {w,J which converge to 0 no more 
rapidly than n-l. The theorems established in the next section say still more 
about the special case, C = 0, and extend the analysis to operators satisfying (4) 
and (6) with C < 1. 
2. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let D be a subset of a Hilbert space H, let T: D -+ 2D, and let 
C? E D satisfy (6) with C < 1. If 3 is a fixed point of T, i.e., if ji E T(y), then 
3 = 3; thus T can have at most onejxed point. 
Suppose that (4) also holds for T and let {xn} C D satisfy (7), with (wR} C (0, 11. 
Put 
Pn = I/ %I - 5112 (9) 
and 
(1 - m) = [I - (1 - C)cLl,]2 20. (10) 
Then for all n > I, 
where a, > 0 is recursively generated by 
and where 
with 
01 n+1 = (1 - m> %I + wn2, 
A2 = max{p, , d2) 
(11) 
1, (12) 
(13) 
(14) 
If (w,} C (0, I] also satisfies (8), then lim,,, 0~~ = 0 and therefore {x,} converges 
strongly to X. 
Finally, if D is convex and T(x) # + f or all x E D, then for every x,, E D and 
(w,} C (0, 11, there is at least one sequence (xn} C D which begins at x0 and satisfies 
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(7); it follows that ;f (4) holds, there is at most one 2 satisj$ng (6) with C i I 
(vegnrrtless of whether T has a Jixed point). 
The proof of Theorem 1 uses the following lemma. 
LEMM.4 1. Let ,Q be recursiveb generated by 
with n ‘-.: 1, PI > 0, (6,) C [0, I], and 
Then /3, ;;r- 0 for n 3 1, and Em,_, /I, = : 0. 
Proof. By a straightforward induction, one obtains 
where 
on :z q2, ?I -2, 
n-2 n-1 
= u;-, f c ui2 n (1 - S,), n :> 2. 
i=l &if1 
For any fixed integer IV, with 1 < M < n - 2, one has 
and since 6, E [O, I], this gives 
Consequently, if (16b) holds, 
and thus 
(16b) 
(17) 
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Since (19) holds for arbitrary M 3 1, and since lim,,,,, ~~=,+, ui2 = 0 in 
view of (16a), it follows that 
lb en = iiZ en = lim en = 0; 
R-m n-am n-m 
(20) 
(17), (18), and (20) now give lim,-, /3,, = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 9 E T(y); then condition (6) requires that 
or 
and since C < 1, this gives 117 - x \I2 = 0, or equivalently, 7 = 3. 
From (4), (7), and (9) one obtains pn >, 0 and 
t&+1 = ((1 - %)(Xn - x> + %(E, - a>, (1 - %z)(% - 5) + %(5, - q> 
= (1 - %J2 Pn + 2%(l - %)<5, - x, xn - 3 + wn2 II 4, - ffl12 (21) 
< [(I - wJ2 + 2w,(l - W,)C] pla + w,alP. 
A somewhat coarser but more convenient1 inequality is obtained by adding 
w,*c’L to the right side of (22); one then obtains 
Pn+1 < (1 - %J Pn + wn2Jz (22) 
with (1 - m) > 0, as in (10). The inequality (22) and a simple induction now 
yield (ll), (12). 
If (w,} C (0, l] satisfies (8a), then lim,,, w, = 0 and consequently there is a 
sufficiently large N such that n 3 N * yn E [0, I]. For I 3 I, put ,!I1 = OI,,,+~ , 
6, = yN+r, and cr2 = wN+r . Since & = 01~ +i 3 0, and since (8) and (10) 5 (16), 
it follows from Lemma 1 that lim,,, 01, = 0. 
If T(x) # 46 for x E D, then by the axiom of choice, T has single valued 
“branches” or “sections,” F’: D - D, with p(x) E T(x) for x E D. For any such 
branch, the recursion 
X n+l = (1 - 4% + %%%)T x0 E D 
generates a sequence (xn} C D satisfying (7), provided D is convex and 
{w,J C [0, 11. Moreover, if T satisfies (4) and {We} C (0, I] satisfies (8) then any 
such sequence (xR} C D must converge to any x E D for which (6) holds; if there 
were more than one x of this type, (x,J would have two distinct limits, which is 
impossible. Q.E.D. 
1 Especially in the proof of Theorem 2. 
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For certain sequences {w,} it is possible to compute a priori bounds on the 
error norms /j X, - ~11 and to estimate the rate of convergence. For example, 
suppose (6) holds for f with C my 0, and put w, :- I ‘(n 1 1) for n -z- 0. Then 
from (IO)-(12) one easily obtains: 
and thus i s, - %I! =z O(n-li-), which coincides with the estimate obtained b! 
Bruck in [IO] for this special case. The following theorems expand upon Bruck’s 
result for C : = 0 and extend the analysis to C i 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let D be a subset of a Hilbert space N. lef ?‘: II - + lv satisfy (4), 
nnd let .F E D satisfy (6) with C < 1. For n ;> 1, define nlll * and wnx recursicels b>j 
a ,T,, = (1 -- yn*) an* -+ (wn*)2, 11” =~. 1, (23) 
I - yn” = [I - (1 - C) fJ&+y, (34) 
0, * == (1 - C) an* n I -c (1 - C)2 lXT1* ’ 
and put wO* = 1. Then for n 1~ I, 
1 
%I * = 1 + (1 - C)z(n - 1) ’ 
*= 1-C wn -. 1 j-(1 - C)“*n 
(15) 
Thus, (a,*} and {w,*} haae range in (0, l] and decrease monotonically to 0, with 
01% * - [l/( 1 - C)z] . n-r and w,* N [l/( 1 - C)] . s-r as n 4 ~3. Moreover, 
fey all n > 1 andfor any (xn*} C D which satisjies (7) with u+,*, 
0 < 1: x,* - iiT ~ :< J- (cx,*y, (28) 
with dgken by (14). Finally, if {wll> is any other sequence zvith raTye in (-- UJ, -n) 
~which satis$es (10) and (12) with {an}, then 
for all n > 1. 
l’roof. Equations (23)-(25) give 
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which has the unique solution (26). Equation (27) follows immediately from (25) 
and (26). If C < 1, then {un *} has range in (0, l] and consequently 
0 < II x,* - 41 d maxill x1* - Xl\ ,d”) . (“n*)l/2 (30) 
for all n >, 1, by Theorem 1. However, ws* = 1 and (7) + X~*E range of 
T + 11 x1* - %/I < $ so that (30) reduces to (28). Finally, observe that (29) 
holds for n = 1. Since OL,* > 0, the quadratic function, 
g(w) = [l - (1 - C) uJ]2 . c&* + &Is 
attains its minimum value over (- 00, co) at the stationary point w = wn* given 
by (25). Th ere ore, f if (29) holds for n = K, then Eqs. (23)-(25), (lo), and (12) 
give 
a k*tl = [l - (1 - C) W**]a oLk* + &*)a 
< [l - (1 - C) %I2 %* + (qJ2 
< [l - (1 - c) uk]2 OLk + (wk)2 
By induction, (29) must hold for all n > 1. Q.E.D. 
For C E [0, 11, it is possible to base an analysis similar to the above on (21) 
in place of the coarser inequality (22), h owever, it turns out that the resultant 
bounds on II x, * - f/l are asymptotically like the bounds in Theorem 2. More 
precisely, 
THEOREM 3. Let D be a subset of a Hilbert space H, let T: D -+ 2D satisfy (4), 
and let KE D satisfy (6) with C E [0, 1). If {xn} C D and {w,} C (0, l] satisfy (7), 
then for all n >, 1, 
0 d pn < A2a, (31) 
where p,, and A2 are given by (9) and (13)) respectively, and where {cK,J is recursively 
generated by 
a n+1= (1 - Yn)% + w,2, Q11 = 1, (32) 
1 - yn = (1 - W,)” + 2w,( 1 - WJ c. (33) 
Let {an*} and {w,*} be recursively generated by (32), (33), and 
* _ wn - (1 - c>*%%* 1 + (1 - 2C) ff,* 
and put w,,* = 1. Then {an*} and {w% *} have range in (0, l] and decrease mono- 
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tonically to 0 like [l/( 1 - C)2] . n-l and [I/( 1 -- C)] . nm l, respective, with 
(35) 
for all n y;: 1. Furthermore, if {xn*) C D satisJies (7) with (w,“: then 
0 < 1; x,* - x I/ G 62. (q*)l!‘) (36) 
fey n + 1, with dgiven by (14). 
FinaZly,for any sequence (w,} C (0, I] which satisJjes (32)-(33) with {&, one has 
The proof of Theorem 3 uses the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let {/In} C (0, co) and (qn} C [i, a) satidy 
f or n 2 1, with 4 > 0. Then {/In} decreases monotonically to 0 with 
0 < Pn < max(l/ij, &) * 17--l (39) 
for n 3 1. Furthermore, ;f {q,,} C (0, co) and lim,,, qn = q > 0, then j3, - I iqn. 
Proof. Put 6, = l//3,. Then (38) gives 
Since 6, - qn > 0 =s- S,/(S, - q,J > 1, and since 6, - 6, = C:S: (Sk+]. - a,), 
it follows from (40) that {S,J is monotone increasing, with 
n-1 
%>h+ c qk~.S1+(n-l)‘B~-min(~,6,1.n. 
k-1 
(41) 
Thus (j&,} is monotone decreasing and satisfies (39). 
If {qn} C (0, a) and qn + q > 0, then (qn} C [@, CD) for some 4 > 0 and 
consequently 6, increases without bound in accordance with (41). It follows that 
for each E > 0, there is a sufficiently large N such that for n > N, 
6 
1<s,<1+1. (42) 
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From (40) and (42) one then obtains 
k 
for all n 3 N and thus 
However, since E is arbitrarily small, this means that 
i-5 $ = q or equivalently, lim AZ.?!- = I. 
n+= l/q?2 
Note 1. Dem’yanov and Rubinov obtain the estimate (39) by a method of 
proof which is different from that employed here (cf. [13, Lemma 1.4, p. 129]), 
however they do not go on to treat the case, qn --f q > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3. If W, has range in (0, 1] then the inequality (21) holds 
for all n 3 0 and a simple induction yields (31)-(33). Equations (32)<34) give 
a *-a* n n+1 = q,*(~n*)2, al* = 1; 
qn *= 
(1 - C)Z 
1 + (1 - 2c)cr,* (44) 
for n >, 1. Since ak* E (0, l] and C E [0, l] 2 qk* E (0, 11, another simple 
induction yields cx,* E (0, l] for all n > 1. Moreover, 
qn* > 4 = min (1 - C)z, 2 . I 
(1 - c> 
I 
Therefore, since C E [0, I] 3 4 E (0, I], it follows from (43)-(45) and the first 
part of Lemma 2, that {an*} decreases monotonically to 0 and satisfies (35). 
Since tin* -+ 0 5 qpa* -+ (1 - C)2, the second part of Lemma 2 then gives 
%a * - [l/(1 - C)2] . n-l. Observe that for C E [0, 11, the function 
(1 - C)ol 
f(a) = 1 + (1 - 2C)cx 
is monotone increasing, with f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 3; it therefore follows from 
(34) and the properties of (an*}, than {a,*} has range in (0, l] and decreases 
monotonically to 0 like [l /(l - C)] . n-l. Moreover, in view of (31), 
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for n .‘-- 1 and for any {xc*} C D which satisfies (7) with {w.,*); since wO* -= I 
and (7) => .Y~*E range of T a 18 xl* - ~j! ,< 2, one has -4 =. 2 and consequently 
(46) reduces to (36). 
Finally, observe that (37) holds for n =: I. Since tinX :> 0 and C c [0, I), the 
quadratic function 
g(u) = [(l - W)‘? + 2w( 1 ~ u) C] cq&* f- u: 
attains its minimum value over (-GO, co) at the stationary point w 7 trAn * 
given by (34). Therefore, if (37) holds for n -= k then Eqs. (32)-(34) give 
cl& =-= [(I - WI;*)? ‘- 2w,*(1 -- Ok”)C] oI,<>’ $- ((rl,;*).J 
.< [( 1 - u$ -L 2w,(l - Uk)C] oil, * J- (WJ 
:r: [(I - UJ’ + 2w,(l - u,,)C] a,, (WI;)? 
for wI. E [0, I]. By induction, (37) must hold for all n T: 1. Q.E.D. 
Note 2. Let D be the closed unit ball in H and let C have a fixed value in 
[0, 1). For s + 0, let V’(x) = perpendicular complement of the one-dimensional 
subspace spanned by .v, and define the set valued operator T: II -+ 2" as 
T(x) y (4 E D [ E = Ck -L j', y E vyx), : If ! == 11, ,y .'I 0 
(47) 
== arbitrary subset of D, s ~C-- 0. 
Then 2’ and S! =:: 0 satisfy (4) (with d := 2) and (6); in fact, for all ?c ,zk 0 in D, 
and for all f E T(x) 
It follows that if {x~} C D begins at x f 0 in D and satisfies (7) with {w,~} C [O, I J, 
then the equation 
pn ( --y [(I - u,y + 2u,( I - u,) C] pn -;- u$ 
holds in place of the inequality (21) and consequently, if w,, =-_ 1, the bound 
A%, in (31) is actually attained, i.e., I/ 3% - 21) = /I X, // = A(01,)l12 .= (ol,)lrl, 
with {a,} generated by (32)-(33) f or n > 1. In view of (37), this means that the 
sequence {w, *> produced by (32)-(34) “optimizes” the process (7) for the 
operator (47); more generally, it means that if the parameter wfl in (7) is permitted 
to depend at most on the value of C (and not on other properties of T, or on the 
values of .PC& then one cannot achieve better than O(K*/~) convergence for 
/ x, - - ~jl , uniformly over the class of T's satisfying (4) and (6). 
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Note 3. Set valued operators satisfying conditions of the monotonicity 
type are associated with certain nonlinear programming problems. For instance, 
consider the following quadratic programming problem on a real Hilbert space, 
H: 
@; {f(x) = $<x, Qxi i (x, 6)) (48) 
where Q is a bounded, self-adjoint, positive definite, linear operator on H, b is 
a fixed element of H, and D is a nonempty, bounded, closed convex subset of H. 
It is known that this problem has a unique solution, and that .% is the solution iff 
(f(a), x - x) < 0 (49) 
for all x E D, where f’(x) = Qx + b = gradient of f at x (cf. [q). Define 
T: D -+ 20: 
T(x) = {[ E D / (f’(x), a$ - u) < 0, Vv E D}. (50) 
For all x E D, T(x) is a nonempty convex subset of D, since the linear functional 
(f’(x), v), attains its infimum over the weakly compact set D. Furthermore, it 
can be seen that x satisfies (49) iff SE T(S). Finally, from the way in which T 
has been constructed, one obtains for all x, y E D, 5 E T(x), and 7 E T(y), 
(Q(x - Y), 5 - 7) = (f’(x) -f’(r), E - 4 < 0. 
Now define a new inner product on H by 
(51) 
(u, v)a = <Qu> v>. (52) 
It is immediate from (51) that T is monotone nonincreasing with respect to (52), 
i.e., T satisfies (1) with C = 0 and (., .> replaced by (*, .)o . Moreover, since D 
is bounded in the original norm on H, it is also bounded in the Q-norm induced 
by (52). Thus, Theorems l-3 may be applied to the process (7) and yield 
sufficient conditions for the convergence of (xn} to x in the Q-norm, and therefore 
also in the original norm, since both norms are equivalent; for the operator (50), 
the process (7) amounts to a conditional gradient method without line minimiza- 
tion [13, 141. 
It is interesting to look at the foregoing example in a different way. As in 
[15], let L@(+, D) denote the subdifferential of the indicator function, S(*, D) for 
D. Then 26(x, D) is the normal cone at x E D, i.e., 
c%(x, D) = {v E H ( <v, y - x) < 0, Vy E D]. 
It follows from (50) that f solves (49) iff it solves 
(53) 
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where ~II’ = :f’ is a monotone nondecreasing map because f is convex, and 
TV ~- - %6(., 0) is a monotone nonincreasing multivalued map because n is 
convex [15]. Furthermore, (7) generates the same sequences as 
For the particular maps, U and I, considered above, (53) has a unique s&u- 
tion, 3;;, and the iterates produced by (54) converge strongly to X. This observation 
leads naturally to the following generalization of the question treated in this 
paper. Let D be a convex subset of a Banach space, -Y, let IA- bc a monotone 
nondecreasing map from D into the dual space, X”, and let I’ be a multivalued 
map from D into 2x’ satisfying the monotonicity condition (l), where ‘:u, z’ I 
now means the action of u E X* on w E X. Suppose that Eq. (53) has a solution 
in II. Then what sort of additional assumptions on .Y, II, C’, and I -, and Iw,,i 
are sufficient to ensure that, at best, any sequence {.v,j gzncrated I>!- (54) con- 
verges strongly to a solution of (53), or at the least, ever-v wc;k limit point of 
lx,} is a solution of (53)? 
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